
A critical component of aging with dignity 
and confidence is the ability to bathe 
unattended. But as we get older, this activity 
that was once considered a cornerstone of 
our daily routines becomes more difficult 
and more dangerous. Structural features like 
the high-rim height of a standard bath tub 
become increasingly risky obstacles for aging  
patients/residents to overcome—and eventually 
can prevent entry and exit altogether.

With its unique roll door, which glides out of sight  
beneath the bath to save space and enable safe and  
easy access, Freedom Bath™ offers organizations  
a revolutionary solution that empowers patients/residents  
to bathe the way they always have—independently  
and with peace of mind.

Bathing comfort is built in, allowing residents to relax  
on the semi-reclined seat and enjoy a refreshing  
shower, a soothing, full-immersion bath, or a relaxing  
spa. The result is better, safer outcomes that promote  
mobility and positively impact quality of life.

Bathing without barriers
Freedom BAth



Product Information

Width 59" (1,510 mm)

Height 37" (1,050 mm)

Depth 39 3/4" (760 mm)

Max. total weight (when filled) 1,213 lbs (550 kg)

Tub volume (with resident and filled) 59 gal (225 L)
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Key features

unique roll Door
Freedom Bath’s roll door makes entry and exit safer and 
more seamless compared to standard bath tubs.

freestanDing installation
Freedom Bath can be installed in a freestanding 
position, allowing for the possibility of caregiver 
access from three sides.

Built-in shower hanDle
The built-in shower handle is comfortable  
and always within easy reach.

lift-accessiBle option
Freedom Bath’s lift-accessible option makes  
it possible for people who need assistance  
to enjoy a relaxing bath.

Built-in Mixer
The built-in mixer for filling and showering makes 
Freedom Bath easy to use and simple to install.

support hanDle
The support handle gives residents increased 
support and security.
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optional air spa
Freedom Bath is available with air spa for an even more enhanced  
bathing experience.
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At Arjo, we are committed to improving the everyday lives of people affected by reduced mobility and age-related health challenges. With products and solutions that 
ensure ergonomic patient handling, personal hygiene, disinfection, diagnostics, and the effective prevention of pressure injuries and venous thromboembolism, we help 
professionals across care environments to continually raise the standard of safe and dignified care. Everything we do, we do with people in mind. www.arjo.com

Only Arjo designed parts, which are designed specifically for the purpose, should be used on the equipment and products supplied by Arjo.  
As our policy is one of continuous development, we reserve the right to modify designs and specifications without prior notice.
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